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Abstract 
 
Spain is not recognized for their high proficiency in English, although recent research would              

point to an improvement over the last 20 years. There seems to be a consensus about the                 

errors committed by L1 Spanish speakers while speaking in English. This study set out to               

investigate where common errors were produced and whether they were related to age and/or              

proficiency level. The common errors of interest were the verb ‘to be’ and the use of ‘the’.                 

The data was collected by a test performed by 56 participants, between the ages of 11 to 58                  

years old and with proficiency levels between A2 to C1. The test was performed in a small                 

town in the north-west of Spain and was voluntary, no extra credits or similar were given to                 

the participants. The result showed a slight difference compared to previous research, even             

though the results of this study did prove that both types of errors were committed by all age                  

groups and at proficiency levels. The result showed fewer participants committing these            

common errors, compared to previous research, despite a higher number of participants.  
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1. Introduction  

“I am agree! He have 23 years old. I don’t have nothing more to speak”.1  

  

During the last half of the past century and onwards, English has become one of the most                 

widely used and therefore important languages in the world (Galloway, 2019) second only to              

Chinese. Speaking English has become an essential part of ordinary life, even outside of its               

native borders. Nowadays people use English as a means of communication for business, but              

also for social interaction and above all for traveling (Mato Varela, 2016, p. 4). Due to this the                  

popularity of English as a Second Language, also referred to as ESL, and the number of                

English Language Learners or English Learners, ELL or EL, has grown remarkably. In Spain,              

the demand for English has increased over the last 20 years (Sanchez Ruiz & López Cirugeda,                

2014, p. 128). The need to master a second language, often English, is essential in their                

education and often seen as a result of ongoing globalization (p. 128)  

 

While the quote at the beginning of the essay might be a perfectly normal sentence to hear in                  

an ESL classroom, the native and high proficiency speakers of English would react to its poor                

construction and faulty grammar. A linguist would call this phenomena a transfer error.             

According to Saeed Al-Sobhi (2019), transfer errors occur when the L2 learner uses the              

grammar and constructions of their native language in order to construct sentences, and often              

erroneous, in the L2 target language. The native language will always have a great influence               

on a speaker’s second language (p. 50). It might be true that, regardless of a person’s native                 

tongue, one will always make mistakes when using a second or even later a third language.                

However, some of these mistakes seem to be universal and committed repeatedly no matter              

what the level of the speaker is. It is true that even native speakers of different languages                 
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make mistakes when using their language but these are not the same kinds of mistakes as                

those whose first language is not English.  

 

Despite many bilingual schools and English as a mandatory subject from the age of three ,               1

Spain is not recognized for their high proficiency levels in English. In November 2019, an               

article was published in the Spanish newspaper El Pais, written by Galloway, and according              

to the author, Spain is one of the countries with the lowest level of proficiency in Europe                 

when it comes to speaking English. In fact, Spain is placed 25th out of 33 countries with                 

regards to proficiency in English. According to the article, the reason for the low level of                

proficiency in English in Spain is due to the fact that alongside English, Spanish is a widely                 

used language around the world and many people throughout the world speak Spanish, hence              

there is not an immediate need for a second language across their own land borders. Another                

factor given by the author is the fact that Spain has more than one official language, and while                  

many speak a second language that second language is not English (Galloway, 2019). 

 

1.1 Aim of the Study 

The aim of the present study will be to investigate a sample of Spanish students’ written 

English to examine how the transfer errors that are identified in the data compare to some of 

the previous studies and their findings concerning transfer errors by Spanish speakers’ 

proficiency in English. The main focus will be to try to answer the question;  

What type of transfer errors  are identified in the present study?  2

- Do observed transfer errors follow patterns of transfer errors identified in previous 

research? If yes, to what extent? If not, what is different?  

1 https://www.expatica.com/es/education/children-education/education-system-103110/ 
2 Throughout the present study, the words, error(s) and mistake(s) will be used as synonyms. 
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Furthermore, the present study strives to investigate if there is a connection between the level               

and/or age of the participants and their performance in English and if the same types of                

transfer errors occur regardless of age and proficiency level of the participants.  

 

2. Theoretical Background   

Second Language Acquisition, ( SLA), is far from a new concept and it has been studied for                 

many years. SLA is the linguistic term used for studies regarding second language learning              

and the mistakes made in relation to it. Language mistakes are not unique to second language                

learners, reality is that a child learning its native tongue tends to make several and severe                

mistakes as they learn to speak their own language. The fact that they would make similar                

mistakes in learning a second, or a third language, is therefore not such a farfetched idea                

(Andreu, 2016, p. 2). One should make a difference between ‘language acquisition’ and             

‘language learning’, where the prior is used to refer to language learned in a natural               

environment and the latter is used to refer to language learning directed through a classroom.               

In the backbone of the SLA research lies the question “What role do positive and negative                

transfer from the native language (and from another earlier-acquired language) play in the             

acquisition of a second language and the production of errors?” (Bussmann, 2006, p. 1034).  

 

There should also be a distinction made between a second language and a foreign language.               

One way to distinguish between the two is to identify a second language as a language learned                 

in a country and is considered official and can coexist with other languages. For example,               

Spain has four official languages, Castilian, Galician, Basque, and Catalan. On the other hand,              

a foreign language could be considered a language learned in a country where it is not spoken                 
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as an official language, nor is it recognized in coexistence with the official language (Mato               

Varela, 2016, p. 6). 

 

2.1 The theories of SLA  

Some would claim that the concept of SLA started with Noam Chomsky and his view on first                 

language acquisition. Chomsky’s idea suggested that there are fixed patterns to the way in              

which one learns an FLA, and this pattern would later taint the way the learner tries to learn                  

the new language, which could both have a positive or a negative effect on the foreign                

language learner (Lennon, 2008, p. 51). It is no secret that the learner’s native tongue will                

have a great impact and significance while learning a second language (Saeed Al-Sobhi, 2019,              

p. 50) However, one of the first theories within SLA is often credited to Roberto Lado and his                  

book Linguistics Across Cultures from 1957. The first sentence in the book’s preface reads              

“This book presents a fairly new field of applied linguistics and analysis of culture, namely               

the comparison of any two languages and cultures to discover and describe the problems that               

the speakers of one language will have in learning the other” (Lado, 1957).  

 

Lado himself was not unfamiliar with the concept of two languages as he was a               

Spanish-English bilingual. The main idea presented by Lado was that if L1 and L2 are similar                

the errors produced by the speaker would not be expected. However, if the L1 and L2                

language differed a lot, the errors produced would be greater and far easier to identify               

(Lennon, 2008, p 51). The theory is called Contrastive Analysis, it strives to identify the error                

structures used between a native language and a second language (Bussman, 2006, p. 250). In               

the 1970s, a method named Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis was developed. It was            

constructed to investigate the possible interference that could happen between the learners'            
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first and second languages (Mato Varela, 2016, p. 7). One of the ideas of this hypothesis was                 

that a learner would produce sentences with grammatical errors in their second language and              

the errors could be directly linked to the structure of their first language (Andreu, 2016, p. 3).  

 

At first, the idea of focusing on someone’s errors in order to aid teaching a language seemed                 

inappropriate. Errors were, of course, committed but were corrected at once and the             

philosophy was that they should be avoided at all costs. But as the linguistic approach started                

to change so did the concept of error. Researchers started to take an interest in the errors                 

committed and started to investigate from where these errors derived. One clear connection             

was found between the mother tongue and a foreign language. This new approach was called               

Error Analysis. Compared to Contrastive analysis, where the errors of the L2 speaker were              

assumed to be connected to their mother tongue, the Error analysis approach investigated a              

larger field. The error analysis approach claimed that there were mistakes that were bound to               

happen regardless of the origin of the learner’s native tongue (Lennon, 2008, p. 52). The               

approach focuses on what types of errors are committed and the cause of these linguistic               

errors (Bussmann, 2006, p. 378). 

 

The third theory concerning learning a second language is often referred to as Interlanguage,              

this theory suggests that there is a language created by the learner between the native tongue                

and the second language. The rules and the norms follow the two languages and sometimes               

cause new constructions belonging in neither language (Bussmann, 2006, p. 582). This            

usually happens in a later stage of learning a language and one of the theories behind it is that                   

it is used not to lose the attention of the audience. That is to say that L2 speakers rather make                    

mistakes with regard to grammatical or formal accuracy for the sake of fluency, rather than               
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cease the conversation in search for the academically correct way to express themselves. This              

idea suggests that in order to maintain the fluency in conversation can result in the learner                

using strategies that are known SLA terminology such as paraphrasing, coinage (composition            

of already present linguistic elements), code-switching (switching between different language          

varieties) or avoidance (Lennon, 2008, p. 56). The opinion around code-switching is            

something that has changed over the decades. According to Gonzalez Cruz (2017) the first              

idea about code-switching in the 1950’s was rather grim. It was considered that the speaker               

introduced something “completely unassimilated” (2017, p. 332) into the speech. However, in            

most recent years the opinion is now that instead of a mental confusion the code-switching is                

now considered, as quoted in Gonzalez Cruz’s paper “a skillful manipulation of two language              

systems for various communicative functions” (2017, p. 333).  

 

Another phenomenon is Transfer error and it refers to earlier behavior and its influences over               

a new behavior. In linguistics this often occurs between the mother tongue and a second               

and/or a foreign language. There is a distinction made between a positive and negative              

transfer, also referred to as interference (Bussman, 2006, pp. 1212-1213). The positive and             

negative refers to how the speaker communicates. Saeed Al-Sobhi (2019) explains in his             

article that language transfer transpires when an L2 speaker uses their knowledge of their              

mother tongue in order to understand or communicate in the target language. When the              

mother tongue is vastly different in either sounds, spelling, word order, phrases etc, the              

transfer is considered negative as it hinders the L2 speaker’s process of learning (p. 58).               

While the opposite could be said if there are similarities between the languages, so-called              

positive transfer (p. 50). Learners often use strategies and knowledge from their L1 language              

in order to interpret sentences and structures in an L2 language. But as a result, they fail to                  
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produce grammatically correct sentences. However, depending on how flexible the L2           

language is the error could be graver or lighter. For example, a language like English where                

strict word order is applied the transfer errors occur more frequently if native language for the                

learner is more flexible. This would be the case between English and Spanish, as the latter                

consists of a more flexible word order compared to English (Morett & MacWhinney, 2013,              

pp. 133-134).  

 

Another curious fact mentioned by Morett and MacWhinney is that L2 learning could be              

hindered when the student is an adult due to the ingrained patterns of their native languages.                

To learn a language as an adult is therefore slow and requires much effort from the students                 

part (p. 132). The struggle lies within overcoming these influences, regardless of age, from              

the native language and its structures and understand and switch accordingly despite possible             

differences between a student’s L1 and L2 language (Saeed Al-Sobhi, 2019, p. 50).  

 

According to Machida (2011), the method of translating is often overlooked as a field in SLA                

and often associated with a negative tone. It is explained that this could be due to the fact that                   

translation is often seen as the goal rather than a method of teaching. However, it is in human                  

nature to try to identify words and phrases unknown to us. The results indicate that while                

learning an L2 language, the L1 language and its structures and expressions will influence the               

way the foreign language is learned and understood (p. 740). Though according to Lucero              

(2018), it can take up to seven years to form proficiency skills in an L2 language (p. 610).  
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2.2 Typical errors for Spanish speakers when writing in English  

One of the most well-recognized exams for English in Spain is considered to be the               

Cambridge Exams. According to the Cambridge website around 200,000 Spanish students           

take one of their exams every year. The most common mistake encountered by the Cambridge               

English Corpus is the spelling of the word ‘Which’ is the most frequent mistake and it is put                  

as ‘Wich’. Some other typical mistakes include the adding of the ‘e’ to English words that                

start with ‘S’, for example, ‘Spain’ becomes ‘Espain’. Other common mistakes are due to              

what is called false friends that occur, for example, ‘embarazada’ becomes ‘embarrassed’            

which translates as pregnant in English, or the Spanish word for having a cold ‘constipado’ is                

similar to the English word ‘constipated’ and therefore often misused. Cambridge also stated             

that the spelling of ‘because’ has been found spelled in 237 different ways in the official                

exams. However, it is not clear that this only applies to native Spanish speakers or if this                 

particular mistake is a common error all around the world .  3

 

One could assume that learning a new language is a long and demanding process, it is said                 

that it can take up to seven years to form proficiency skills in an L2 language (Lucero, 2018,                  

p. 610). Due to the origin of Spanish, which is a Romance language, the vowel and sentence                 

stress differs greatly from English and can cause pronunciation problems for the learner. In              

fact, Spanish speakers find English pronunciation much harder compared to speakers of most             

other European languages (Coe, 2001, p .90-91). Although there are similarities between            

Spanish and English some of the more prominent differences are, Spanish has a highly              

inflected verb system, they have no modal auxiliaries, show gender and number in adjectives              

and nouns and have a subjunctive mood (p. 98). As with any language, there are differences in                 

3  https://www.cambridge.es/en/about-us/cambridge-english-corpus 
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vocabulary and verbs sometimes have different meanings and use between the language.            

However, in the case between Spanish and English, the use of two- or three-part verbs is                

particularly difficult (p. 109). A similar remark was made by Sanchez Ruiz and López              

Cirugeda (2014) who noted that the English language consists of hundreds of phrasal verbs,              

which adds to the difficulties for the L2 English learner. As these phrasal verbs usually               

consist of a verb and a particle, in most cases a preposition but the phrasal verb in itself can                   

also be used with a preposition. This means that the L2 English learner needs to memorize by                 

heart which verbs are phrasal and their meaning (pp. 135-136). Another valid point             

concerning prepositions was made by MacDonald (2016) as she found in her study that using               

the wrong preposition was the most common error performed and it was four times more               

common than adding a preposition where it should not be one (pp. 113-114).  

 

There have been many studies conducted in the area and most would agree that Spanish               

speakers do share some transfer errors as they try to express themselves in English. In his                

study, López Urdaneta (2011) investigates the influence the Spanish language has on the             

written production by Spanish speaking English learners, the conclusion is that there are four              

basic mistakes committed. These are word order, omitting the verb ‘to be’, the implicit              

subject, as well as inappropriate use of the article ‘the’. One explanation for this, given by                

López, could be the student’s knowledge about the structures in both languages and that there               

is an important difference between the two but due to lack of experience, the students tend to                 

use the same structure for both languages causing erroneous writing in English (p. 173).  

 

According to previous studies one of the most common errors made by L1 Spanish speakers               

in English is the use of the verb ‘to be’. One of the more common errors made by the L1                    
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Spanish speaker includes forgetting or omitting the verb ‘to be’ in a sentence, for example, “I                

playing soccer” (Lopez, 2011, p. 175). In the study of Lopez the phenomena was identified in                

15 out of his 24 exams, and most of the students made the mistake twice in the same text (p.                    

175). Another verbal structure that could result as problematic for the L1 Spanish speaker in               

English, is the phrases consisting ‘be + adjective’. This is because the Spanish equivalent              

would contain the verb ‘have + noun’, for example ‘have hunger’ (Coe, 2001, p. 101). Varlea                

(2016) mentions that the error of the verb ‘to be’ is a problem for L1 English speakers while                  

learning Spanish. This is due to the fact that the verb ‘to be’ in Spanish has two translations,                  

‘ser’ and ‘estar’ (p. 19). It can only be assumed that this is a problem the other way around.                   

Another observation made by MacDonald (2016) mentions that the most common error            

related with the verb ‘to be’ is the omitting the subject. Notable is that the author does remark                  

on the fact that the error is most frequently seen in B1 and B2 levels and states that errors of                    

this kind are hard to find in a higher proficiency level (p. 119).  

 

Another common error made by a L1 Spanish speaker in English is often the use of the ‘the’.                  

According to Coe (2001) the main differences in the use of definite articles between Spanish               

and English are counted to two. Firstly Spanish uses the definite article with mass nouns as                

well as plural count nouns when they are used as a general meaning, for example ‘Do you like                  

the big cats?’. The second is how Spanish uses a definite article for the possessive pronouns,                

for example ‘This car is the mine’ (p. 104). In the MacDonald (2016) study, the data speaks                 

about the most common errors made by L1 Spanish speakers in English and notes that 27% of                 

all the grammar errors made for their study contained determiners. She continues to claim that               

the error was found in proficiency levels ranging from A1 to B2. Another interesting fact she                

upholds is that the most common error, in the sub-category for the determiners, the              
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“Determiner-present-not-required”(p. 113), where by far the most frequent error. MacDonald          

uses the example of “- the law goes against the freedom of the smokers” (p. 113), the ‘the’ in                   

the smokers are not needed for sentence construction. Lopez Urdaneta (2011) claims that the              

use of the ‘the’ is the third most common mistake made by the L1 Spanish speaker in English.                  

The author means that the L1 Spanish speaker believes that the article ‘the’ is used in a                 

similar way in English as it is in Spanish, and therefore produces errors. In his study a number                  

of 19 students out of the total of 24 made this mistake, at least once (pp. 174-175). A different                   

view of this was presented by Chrabaszcz and Jiang (2014) as their study showed that Spanish                

L1 speakers used the ‘the’ almost as accurately as the L1 English speaker. They claimed that                

the L1 Spanish speaker reproduced the definite article and managed to place it in the correct                

position (p. 371).  

  

Another aspect is presented in the aforementioned study by Chrabaszcz and Jiang (2014). The              

authors wanted to investigate the use of articles in English, and if that was affected by the L1                  

language. They performed their study on native English speakers and native Spanish speakers             

and native Russian speakers. Spanish is a language which contains articles whereas Russian             

does not contain articles (p. 351). They found that the L1 speakers of Spanish were more                

accurate in their use of articles in English compared to the L1 speakers of Russian (p. 371).                 

One could assume that this study follows the claim of Garcia Fuentes that the L1 influences                

over the L2 language. MacDonald (2016) performed an extended study on a 110,000 word              

corpus, in which she encountered around 15,850 errors in the levels A1 to C2 (p. 111).                

According to MacDonald, the most frequent errors produced by Spanish native speakers in             

English were lexical, grammatical, punctuation, pragmatic and phrasing errors (p. 111). The            

conclusion of the study was that the most frequent error was the use of determiners and                
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among them the definite article the (p. 123). This contradicts the study performed by              

Chrabaszcz and Jiang, who found that their participants used the article almost as proficient as               

a native English speaker.  

 

According to Lopez (2011) the most common error made by a L1 Spanish speaker in English,                

in sentences, clauses or phrases, is the arrangements of words (p. 174) As a consequence L1                

Spanish speakers often make mistakes when they try to express themselves in English, written              

or oral. This could be referred back to one of the very first theories in SLA where Lado (1957)                   

claimed that it is perfectly normal for a person to transfer their L1 structure into the L2                 

language. Most learners learn the L2 language at an older age and as such we have more                 

structures and need more explanations to things. While learning an L1 language we go              

through the same process and over the years we learn what is correct and not, and if that is                   

true we should be expected to make similar mistakes and errors in our L2 language (Lado,                

1957). Andreu (2016), Sanchez Ruiz and López Cirugeda (2014), and Morett and            

MacWhinney (2013) all agree that the L1 Spanish speaker has difficulties with the word              

order. Morett and Macwhinney (2013) explains how the English language is quite strict with              

its grammar and follows a SVO pattern. That means that in English there is a               

subject-verb-object order, which are referred to as basic word order cues. In Spanish it is               

different and to some extent more flexible as it allows SOV, VSO and OVS, apart from the                 

SVO order. The authors further explain how Spanish verbs would indicate to what person or               

what number of the subject it is referring to. Producing an identity of the subject even if it is                   

not mentioned. Another clear difference between Spanish and English, according to the            

authors, is that Spanish uses object pronouns before the verb, creating a preverbal pattern (p.               

133). 
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Garcia Fuentes (2008) researched the use of negation in Spanish speaking learners. It was              

found that there was a significant difference between the native and the non-native speaker              

when it came to the use of negation. Garcia Fuentes linked these differences to the L1                

influence over the L2, as in the example “<A> No I think it’s difficult <B> no?” (pp. 55-57).                  

In this case the ‘no?’ could be read as the English ‘really?’, or ‘right?’, which could prove                 

Garcia Fuentes’s conclusion of the L1’s clear influence over the L2. ‘No’ in Spanish is used                

to confirm the sentence just said, another example could be ‘We meet at 8 o’clock, no?’,                

which makes sense directly translated from Spanish but sounds incorrect in English.  

 

Difficulties could also include the sounds and ending to English words can be difficult for the                

L2 English learner to hear, and/or even pronounce (Combiths, Barlow, Potapova &            

Pruitt-Lord, 2017, pp. 2199-2200). This is due to all the varieties of vowel and consonant               

sounds, consonant cluster and rhythm and stress which all differs from the Spanish language              

(Coe, 2001, pp. 91-95). As Spanish has a tendency to pronounce all the letters of the word and                  

therefore spelling becomes easier. Another explanation for spelling mistakes is given by            

Martínez-Adrían and Gallardo del Puerto (2017) where they state that the Spanish language             

has a direct relationship with graphemes and phonemes, something which is less common in              

the English language (p. 67), and therefore produces spelling difficulties for the L1 Spanish              

speaker. Spanish also lacks the use of contractions which could provoke problems, a common              

example and error is the use of ‘I will’ to ‘I’ll’. The L1 Spanish speaker fails to hear the                   

contracted form and forgets it both in speech and writing. However, once it is learned some                

tend to overuse it (Coe, 2001, pp. 96-97). 
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The study by Sánchez Ruiz and López Cirugeda (2014) was set out to investigate the errors                

performed by Spanish graduates taking a B1 exam. The study focuses mainly on the oral               

errors committed by the Spanish speaker. Parts of the study highlight the pronunciation             

problems as English is harder to pronounce for a Spanish speaker as there are many               

differences between the vowel systems as well as the stress (p. 132). Spanish can also be                

considered as a phonological language, which means that the way it is written is basically the                

way it is pronounced (p. 133). An example of this is Wednesday which would be pronounced                

/ˈwɛnzdeɪ/ by a native English speaker, while a Spanish speaker would probably pronounce             

every single letter (p. 133). An L1 Spanish speaker could, therefore, pronounce the word              

Wednesday as /wɛð.nɛs̬.ˈðai̯/. The authors came to the conclusion that English is a             

practical field and the only way to improve proficiency is to practice using it (p. 137).  

 

3. Method and Material  

The data that is used for this present study was collected during the month of November in                 

2019, in a small town in the mid-north of Spain. All the participants took part out of their                  4

own free will and had the right to decline both performing the task and could also have their                  

answers withdrawn at any time. There were no benefits in the form of extra credits or rewards                 

for participating in the task.   5

 

3.1 Participants 

In order to conduct the present study, Spanish speaking English learners were asked to              

perform a test. In the end 58 accepted the request. The participants were all native Spanish                

4 The words participant(s) and student(s) will be used throughout this present study as synonyms.  
5 The words task and test will be used throughout this present study as synonyms.  
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speakers who have lived their entire lives in Spain, with the exception of one. Their ages vary                 

between 11 years old up to 58 years old and their proficiency levels range between A2 to C1                  

according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning,           

Teaching, Assessment (CEFRL). Spain has a mandatory school from the age of three, infant              

education, up to the age of 16 years old, secondary school. While upper secondary school is                

not obligatory, most students choose to continue their studies in order to get accepted to               

Universities in the future. A foreign language is mandatory as a subject from Primary school               

to Upper secondary school and most students choose English . Apart from school, academies             6

are offered, for a fee or tuition, as an aid for the students to improve their academic skills. The                   

academies are offered in many subjects but English is recognized as the most popular one.               

This means that students of young ages study English at school and additionally at a private                

academy, however, the academies are also offered to adults. All of the participants for this               

study are students of an academy and the majority of them have been studying English for a                 

minimum of two years, but in most cases, the students have been studying English for several                

years. The English classes are given at an academy once or twice weekly and range between 1                 

½  hours to 2 ½ hours.  

 

3.2 Ethical considerations  

As some of the students were under 18 years of age, the consent of the parents was needed to                   

use the data for this study. For this present study 45 out of the 58 participants were under the                   

age of 18. As mentioned in Wray and Bloomer (2012), it is important to inform the parents                 

and/or guardian of a child under the legal age why this study is being performed and to what                  

purpose the data will be used (p. 184). For this reason a consent sheet was given to the                  

6 https://www.expatica.com/es/education/children-education/education-system-103110/ 
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children to take home. In this sheet there was an explanation in Spanish, about the purpose of                 

the task and to what end the data would be used. Furthermore, they were notified of their right                  

to withdraw the participation of their child at any time if they wished. Lastly, the               

confidentiality of their child was assured. The letter ended by thanking them for their,              

possible, co-operation and asked them to sign it, whether they agreed or not (see Appendix               

B). 45 approval sheets were sent out to parents and 45 were signed and returned with                

permission granted.  

 

3.3 Collecting the data 

In order to gather data, participants were asked to perform a specific task in written English                

(See Appendix A). The test was built on the platform Typeform. There were several reasons               

why Typeform was chosen, mainly because of the uncomplicated access, both for the             

researcher and participants. But also because of its straightforward format and free use. The              

task consisted of five questions which gave some background about the participants. They             

were asked for their name, their age and the name of their group in the academy, how many                  

years they have been studying English, their motivation for learning English and finally if              

they speak any other language apart from English. After the five initial questions, which were               

all mandatory to answer, there were four different questions requiring longer answers for the              

four different levels A2, B1, B2, and C1. The participants were asked to identify where they                

belonged and answer the question asked in the test. The questions were all formed using the                

name of their groups from the academy and corresponds to the level they studied that year at                 

the academy. Their proficiency level was determined by the directory of the academy at the               

beginning of every year. The adults who took the test were asked to look for the heading                 

‘Adults’. The questions used in this part of the test were all collected from the sample exam                 
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from the Cambridge website. The advantage of using the Cambridge Exams as a model is that                

they are developed considering each student’s level, and specify a time frame for performing              

each task. All the questions, regardless of level, required an e-mail or letter to a friend with                 

the intent to answer some questions, these questions were chosen for unity. For the lower               

proficiency level participants, the written text should contain between 25 to 45 words while              

the higher proficiency levels were required to write a minimum of 140 words and a maximum                

of 260 words. However, for convenience, the same test could have been performed with all               

the groups. The level of their English would have been demonstrated by their performance in               

the test.  

 

After completing this study one observation made in order to improve the result is to present                

the same test to all the participants regardless of age or proficiency level. The inconvenience               

with this study was that the lower levels were asked to produce a more limited text, for levels                  

A2 and B1 between 25-45 words, while the higher levels produced more, B2 and C1 between                

140-260 words. Which could have influenced the result as there is more text, and possibly               

more errors, to analyze for the higher levels.  

 

Due to the type of test developed the participants were able to complete the task online as well                  

as the collection of the data. The tests were either sent, by a link , to their device or they were                    7

asked to log into the webpage. It was recommended to the participants to perform the task on                 

a device with a relatively large screen such as a tablet or computer rather than a smartphone in                  

order to see the full text while writing it. The participants with the lower level of proficiency                 

were given a timeframe of 30 minutes to complete the task, while the higher proficiency level                

7 The test can be found here; https://sofikar.typeform.com/to/s5pCqW.  
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participants were given a 40 minute timespan. In most cases, the time proved to be enough for                 

both groups and most participants finished ahead of time. The average time used to complete               

the task was 22.58 minutes.   8

 

In order to analyze the data gathered, a qualitative approach was used. The qualitative method               

was used in order to find patterns in the answers from the tests. Apart from the general                 

answers some variables were also included in the study, such as age, and language level.  

 

Due to limitations of time, the present study limits the focus to the two main transfer errors                 

identified in previous studies and are listed below, (López Urdaneta, 2011; Chrabaszcz &             

Jiang, 2014; MacDonald, 2016; Garcia Fuentes, 2008; Morett & MacWhinney, 2012; Sanchez            

Ruiz & López Cirugeda 2014). In addition other errors identified which are less easily              

categorized will also be presented. 

1. The use of the verb ‘to be’.  

2. Incorrect use of the definite article ‘the’. 

3. Other errors 

Each of the types of errors identified, was identified and classified and compared to the results                

of previous studies in order to establish if the results of the present study are similar. 

 

4. Results 

Even though the task was sent to 58 participants, only 56 out of 58 were used for the study,                   

due to the fact that two forms were not completed in a correct way and could not be included                   

in the study. As shown in Figure 1 the distribution between the genders among the               

8 The time is provided through the platform.  
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participants differed to some extent; 34 participants were female and 24 were male. Although              

gender was not considered a variable for this study.  

 

 

Figure 1: Age and gender distribution among participants 

 

The representation of younger participants is far higher compared to adults. The average age              

was calculated to be 20.8 years old. That was because almost half the participants were 12 or                 

under and the Adults group consisted of a very wide range of ages, with the youngest being                 

23 years old and the oldest 58 years old. Despite the majority of the participants being young,                 

the average length of time they had been studying English for the whole group of participants                

was calculated as 11.3 years.  

 

As for the languages they spoke, the participants were also asked if they spoke any other                

languages apart from English and all of them answered that they spoke Spanish. Apart from               
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English, 27 of them said that they also spoke French, three spoke Catalan and two mentioned                

speaking a bit of German. 

 

The participants were also asked their reasons for studying English. The majority answered a              

desire to travel as their main reason behind their studies. Some reported that they studied               

English for work-related reasons. This could be either their current place of work or that they                

studied in order to improve job opportunities in the future. Some of the unexpected answers               

involved those where participants reported that their parents had demanded they learn English             

to begin with and now the child saw the benefits for themselves and actually enjoyed it. Quite                 

a lot of the answers also related to an enjoyment of the language. Despite most participants                

being quite young, most answered that the importance of English for their future was partly               

the reason and words such as “useful”, “important” and “necessary” were mentioned to             

describe their motives behind studying English.  

  

One of the questions asked the participants to identify which proficiency group they belonged              

to and answer the corresponding question. The participants themselves did not choose their             

own level but were asked to find the name of their group and answer the corresponding                

question. The levels of these groups are decided at the beginning of each year, and each                

participant is recommended a level (group) that corresponds to his or her level according to               

the teaching staff and performance from previous years. For this present study the CEFR              

levels will be the guideline while referring to the participants level. They were grouped as               

follows. 
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Age group  No of participants  Cambridge Exam  9 CEFR level  10

11-12 21 KET A2 

13-14 12 PET B1 

15 6 FCE B2 

16-17 6 CAE C1 

Adults 13 PET B1 

 Table 1. The dividing of the age groups into respectively proficiency level. 

Most of the groups were given a test that corresponds to the level they are taught in the                  

academy. However, the adult group consisted of participants with various levels, so due to              

convenience they were asked to perform the PET exam, a B1 level test, as the majority of the                  

participants belonged to the B1 level, although in reality their level ranged between A2 to B2.  

 

4.1 To be or not ‘to be’ 

Previous research has found that the verb ‘to be’ is commonly misused by L1 Spanish               

speakers. Although it was not mentioned to what extent and how the errors of the verb ‘to be’                  

most commonly appeared, only that it was indeed a common mistake. Below in Table 2 an                

extract of the errors will be presented, the full list can be found in Appendix C under “The                  

complete result of the verb ‘to be’”. In the present study the error was limited to only ten                  

occasions in the 56 tests analyzed. In four of these eleven cases the error was “I have X years                   

old” and they were all performed by students at the age of 12. By the use of ‘have’ instead of                    

9 The Cambridge Exams are Cambridge English (also known as ESOL) is a department of 
Cambridge University. Their English exams Proficiency (CPE), Advanced (CAE), First (FCE), 
Preliminary (PET) and Key (KET). Each exam focuses on a level of the Common European 
Framework of Reference (CEFR), helping learners to improve their speaking, writing, reading and 
listening skills step by step”. https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/exams-and-tests/qualifications/ 
10 The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, often referred to as CEFR or 
CEFRL, is an international standard for working out your ability within a language. It was established 
by the Council of Europe and aims to validate language ability. The six levels within the CEFR are A1, 
A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2. https://www.fluentin3months.com/cefr-levels/ 
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the verb ‘to be’ the students demonstrate negative transfer as the literal Spanish translation              

would be ‘I have 12 years old - Tengo 12 años’. In Spanish you ‘have’ your age rather than                   

‘be’ it (Coe, 2001, p. 101). 

 

Level  Age Gender Mistake Type of mistake 

A2 12 Female “My group are kittens. I have 12 years old”.  Plural form for   
singular and use of    
the wrong verb. 

A2 12 Male  “I have 12 years old…” Use of the wrong    
verb. 

A2 12 Male  “Im study english” Wrong form of the    
present participle 
 

A2 12 Male  “Hello Alex im am very happy because you        
are go to my house’.  

Contraction error 
 

A2 13 Male “I’am 13 years old” Contraction error 

 

B1 13 Female  “...that you’r doing for our…” 
“I guess you’r going to make him…” 

Contraction error 

C1 16 Female “This park it’s in the middle…” 
“...really recomend you it’s the Plaza España”. 

Added subject 
Contraction error 

C1 17 Female “...I hope is that what you’r doing”. Placement 
Contraction error 

Table 2. An extract made of some of the errors using the verb ‘to be’, sorted by level, age and gender.  

 

A student makes the mistake by writing “My group are Kittens”, using the wrong conjugation               

of the verb ‘to be’ for the sentence. One could assume that the confusion could derive group,                 

a singular, and Kittens, which is plural. MacDonald mentions this to be a common error and in                 
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her study it placed as one of the more recurring ones. She mentions that L1 Spanish speakers                 

use singular when plural is required as well as the other way around (2016, p. 113).  

 

In three other tests the errors committed could simply be identified as spelling mistakes. One               

student at the age of 13 writes “I’am…”, later in the same test the student uses the correct                  

form of the abbreviation which indicates a simple spelling error. A similar mistake can be               

found in another student’s test with “im am very happy…”, the student use the verb ‘to be’ in                  

a double sense, which could indicate that the student is aware of the contraction but fails to                 

demonstrate it correctly in text, as well as it could indicate that the student believe that the                 

form ‘I’m’ need to be added with the verb ‘to be’. In the other case the form “you’r” is used                    

three times, in two separate tests, to refer to ‘you’re’. In both cases other use correct                

contractions are found such as f ‘I’m’ and ‘I’ll’, demonstrating the knowledge of the use, so in                 

line with the previous example this could only be a simple spelling mistake. Coe (2001)               

mentions that the lack of contractions in the Spanish language (p. 96). This could affect the                

writing of the students and produce these errors as issues with contractions are encountered in               

five out of the ten other tests. 

 

Although this can also be found at higher proficiency levels as the error is identified in two                 

advanced texts. However, in the first text the error is the opposite compared to the               

aforementioned ones. The student adds a subject where there is no need for one, “This park                

it’s in the middle…” and “...really recomend you it’s the Plaza España”. Another consequence              

of the Spanish verb patterns, their inflection either omitted the subject, as the examples              

before, or use a double subject (p. 136). The second example could be identified as a sentence                 

construction error but since it contained the verb ‘to be’, it will be mentioned in this section.                 
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The student writes “I hope is that what you’r doing”, which to an L1 English speaker might                 

sound erroneous. The student is aware of the need for the verb ‘to be’ but has failed to place it                    

in the correct way.  

 

The last two examples of errors could be identified as transfer errors. The first one states “Im                  

study english”. Apart from the spelling mistakes it also uses the verb ‘to be’ in an incorrect                 

way and this could be explained by the direct translation from Spanish. The sentence written               

by the student could be translated as ‘Estoy estudiando inglés’, as the verb for ‘to be’ would                 

translate to ‘Ser’ or ‘Estar’ in Spanish this transfer makes sense. But due to the further errors                 

in the sentence, it sounds incorrect in English. A correct sentence could have been ‘I have                

been studying’ or ‘I am studying English’. A similar mistake is found by the same student                

who committed the error “im am very happy”, as the full sentence continues “im am very                

happy because you are go to my house”. In these cases one could discuss if the error lies                  

within transfer or if it is simply a lack of grammar knowledge. Morett and MacWhinney               

investigated the hypotheses if less advanced learners of a language relied on word order from               

their L1 language when speaking in a L2 language. Their study confirmed that the L2 learner                

uses the patterns and strategies of their L1 language to begin with. But as the learner grows                 

stronger in their L2 language so does the knowledge about correct structures to communicate              

(2012, p. 135, pp. 148-149), which could explain these errors that the learner at the moment is                 

at a lower proficiency level they adapt their knowledge from their L1 language and try to                

make sense in their L2 language.  
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4.2 The curious case of the ‘the’ 

In this present study the wrongful way of using the ‘the’ was found in 16 tests. In what level                   

of proficiency they were found is shown in Table 3. In half of the cases the student added                  

‘the’ where there need not be one. But there were also some examples where it was omitted or                  

used in an inconsistent way. Below in Table 3 an extract of the errors will be presented, the                  

entire list can be found in Appendix C under “The complete result of the ‘the’”.  

 

Level  Age Gender Mistake Type of mistake 

A2  12 Female ...for other countries the english is very       
important. 

Added ‘the’ 

A2 12 Male ...tell me the English is so important. Added ‘the’ 

A2 13 Male ...important in 21st century. Omitted ‘the’ 

B1 13 Female ...is a very good lenguage and in the day of          
the future... 

Added ‘the’ 

B1 23 Female I think the English is very necessary for all         
things of the life;... 
...with the people almost the word.  

Added ‘the’ 

B1  45 Female ...for travel and for the work. Added ‘the’  

B1  49 Female  I suggest for the party the music, the juice and          
cookies. 

Added ‘the’ 

B2  16 Female ...el Campo Grande, la plaza mayor, the       
Palace where… 
...or monuments are El acueducto… 
...In Madrid, first learn to go the subways. 

Inconsistent use  
of el/la and ‘the’ 

C1 16  Female ...you can eat in Candido’s restaurant a       
perfect pig.  

Omitted ‘the’ 

C1 16  Female ...the Campo Grande to catch up… 
...walk along the Calle Santiago… 

Inconsistent use  
of el/la and ‘the’ 
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...is impressing and El Alcazar looks like... 

C1 17 Female  A good thing of X… 
...apart from the big city Y... 

Omitted ‘the’ 

Table 3. An extract made of some of the errors made using ‘the’ sorted by level, age and gender.  

 

In three of the tests the error consisted in using ‘the English’ while referring to the English                 

language. An explanation for this could be that the Spanish language uses articles to refer to a                 

language in a sentence, ‘el inglés’. Another explanation could lie in the fact that English uses                

the definite article to indicate a class of entities; hence the sentence ‘the Spanish [people]’               

would be considered correct which could cause confusion for the L2 learner (Chrabaszcz &              

Jiang, 2014, p. 355). However, in English sentences like “The reason is that my parents tell                

me that the English is so important”, “...for other countries the english is very important”, and                

“I think the English is very necessary for all things of the life”, are not grammatically correct                 

as they refer to the language and not the people. 

 

Despite the fact that research shows that many errors consisting of the ‘the’ form means               

omitting it from the sentence this study only found that to be true in four tests, one performed                  

by an C1 student by writing “A good thing of [name of the city ] is that…”. Although this                  11

could be read as an accepted form for a lower proficiency level the correct English               

construction would be ‘THE good thing ABOUT [name of the village] is that…’. A similar               

error is found in another student with the same proficiency level where it is written “you can                 

eat in Candido’s restaurant a perfect pig”. Even though this is not incorrect a better sentence                

would read ‘you can eat in Candido’s restaurant THE MOST perfect pig’. These errors made               

by advanced speakers could relate to the Spanish transfer errors as the translation would make               

11 The real name of the city has been taken out for anonymity reasons.  
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sense. Chrabaszcz and Jiang (2014) claim that these structural errors are eliminated over time              

and with an increase in proficiency levels (p. 366). The last error of omitting ‘the’ was made                 

by an A2 student who wrote “in 21th century”, clearly forgetting ‘the’ in front of the number.                 

This could be explained by the Spanish use of centuries as they say ‘siglo veintiuno’ and do                 

not use the equivalent of ‘the’ in Spanish.  

 

Another mistake found at higher proficiency level was the use of ‘the’ or the Spanish               

equivalent ‘el’ or ‘la’. A B1 student used the Spanish forms while describing places to visit on                 

and around the city for example “La plaza Mayor” and “El acueducto” but changes when               

referring to a palace as ‘the Palace’. A C1 student made a similar error by using both the ‘the’                   

form to describe places alongside with ‘el/la’, “the Calle Santiago” and “El Alcázar”. This              

error could be explained as cultural use and according to Chrabaszcz and Jiang (2014) it is the                 

most difficult one and can still be identified at proficiency levels. ‘The’ is used with a noun                 

for a well-known referent, for example ‘The Eiffel Tower’ (pp. 355-366). This is also true in                

Spanish which could explain why they keep the definite article in Spanish; they believe it               

forms a part of the word.  

 

The remaining eight tests were all performed by A2 and B1 students and all of them entailed                 

adding ‘the’ where there should not be one. Two examples consisted of “in the day of the                 

future” and “...is very important for travel and for the work”, which means that half of the                 

errors found in this study were directly connected to the addition of ‘the’ rather than omitting                

it. While all the proficiency levels were represented here, the B1 level unified by an added                

‘the’. This would support Coe’s (2001) claim that Spanish speakers after learning to add ‘the’,               

they tend to overuse it (p. 97).  
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4.3 A note on other errors  

The aim of this study was to focus on two typical transfer errors between Spanish and                

English, but of course more errors were encountered in the data analyzed. This section will               

aim its focus on some of those unexpected errors. The full list can be found in Appendix C                  

under ‘The complete result of ‘Other errors’”.  

 

The most common error found in this study was the error of sentence structure. It could be                 

argued that this is a common problem because of its width. In many of the tests the structure                  

or meaning of the sentences did not make sense but mostly due to the lack of a subject, adverb                   

or adjective. Other errors could include the wrong tense but also the lack of words to make it a                   

complete sentence. Out of the 56 tests only ten were found without aforementioned errors,              

two with the proficiency level of C1, two B2 level, two B1 and the other four in A2. In                   

regards to the errors committed related to sentence structure, 22 tests belonged in A2, 16 in                

B1 level and four respectively for B2 and C1. However, one should keep in mind that the                 

errors performed by the higher proficiency levels are different from the lower ones.  

 

As common error mentioned by the previous research is the use of the double negation               

(Sanchez Ruiz & López Cirugeda 2014, Garcia Fuentes 2008). However, in this study it was               

only found in one test at the level of B1 and the sentence stated “i don’t have nothing to do”.                    

A sentence which would make sense in Spanish as the double negation is an acceptable way                

of communication. As García Fuentes (2008) writes in her study that L1 Spanish speakers              

sometimes have problems identifying the polarity items in the correct way, such as in the case                

of any-, some-, and nothing/body/one. This leads them to form sentences as the one              
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mentioned above due to the sensitivity of the polarity item. Further she supports the idea of                

interference as Spanish structures would allow a double negation, “No hay nada” (pp 54-55). 

 

Auxiliary verbs can sometimes be a bit confusing for the L1 Spanish speaker as they do not                 

have an equivalent in their own language. Sanchez Ruiz and López Cirugeda (2014) mention              

that L1 Spanish speakers often omit the auxiliary verb, and sometimes even the main verb. It                

can be found in the examples where the auxiliary and main verb are the same, as the L2                  

learner believes it has already been mentioned by the main verb and forgets the auxiliary, “do                

you other activity” (p. 136). In this study several examples were found where the sentence               

lacked the auxiliary verb and made the sentence erroneous, for example “Sure you count on               

me”.  

 

Another common error mentioned in previous research was the use of the -ed ending. Ruiz               

and López (2008) mentioned in their study that Spanish speakers may encounter problems             

when they want to use the -ed or -ing ending to create participial adjectives. In the data                 

analyzed only two examples of this were found. First example is an A2 level student who in                 

writing an email to a friend writes “...I’m boring…” and while this is grammatically a correct                

English sentence, it probably does not communicate what the participant intended. . The             

context suggests that the correct form should have been ‘I’m bored’ referring to the state of                

the person rather than the characteristics of said person. The second instance of incorrect use               

of the same participial adjective was written by another A2 student: “..I’m boring in my               

home”. These examples can be compared with a C1 student who used the same participial               

adjective and wrote “..it’s getting pretty boring around here”. In this case the -ing is used in a                  

correct way and the participant can clearly distinguish between the -ed and -ing endings.  
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Lastly spelling, this was not a focus point for this study for two reasons. Firstly, this present                 

study drew inspiration from the guidelines presented for the ICLE project, where it is clearly               

stated that the researcher should not pay any attention to the spelling mistakes made by the                

student . Secondly, because most students performed the test on an electronic device such as              12

a tablet or a computer, which could mean a spellcheck in these devices was enabled and could                 

explain some of the mistakes. The fact that they were using a device could also explain some                 

of the mistakes as they might not be used to writing on an alien keyboard. Although they also                  

had access to online dictionaries, they were encouraged to not use them. For these reasons the                

spelling performance of the students was not in focus for this study. Although spelling was               

not the aim nor was it point of interest for this study it is interesting to mention that only five                    

out of the 56 tests were without any spelling mistakes. Another interesting point was that the                

spelling mistakes, or rather lack thereof, were found in every level of proficiency, two in A2                

and one in each for B1, B2 and C1.  

 

4.4 Errors and proficiency level and age of participants 

This present study has laid its focus on the errors committed by L1 Spanish speakers at the                 

proficiency levels A2 to C1. In total there were 72 errors committed and analyzed for this                

study. 33 of them were made by A2 speakers, 22 by B1 levels, 7 by B2 levels and the final 9                     

by the C1 proficiency group. As shown in the Figure 2 below, the division between the                

different proficiency levels are demonstrated.  

 

12 https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/ilc/cecl/corpus-collection-guidelines.html 
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Figure 2. Errors committed divided by proficiency level 

 

It is clearly shown that mistakes are committed in every proficiency group even if the number                

varies. It could be mentioned that none of the 56 tests performed were found without any                

errors. It is obvious from Figure 2 that the lower proficiency levels are the most represented                

and the ones that committed the majority of the errors; together they are responsible for               

almost 78 percent of all the errors committed. As mentioned before the B1 proficiency level               

consists of both young learners and adult learners. 

 

While it is demonstrated in Figure 2 that the majority of the errors were committed by the                 

lower proficiency levels, it does also show that all the proficiency levels committed errors.              

This study had a focus on two main points, the verb ‘to be’ and the ‘the’. A third column was                    

also added as to show other errors. As shown in the Figure 3 below the majority of the errors                   

were committed in the ‘Other errors’ and mainly related to sentence structure. Although it is               

worth mentioning that this was the category which was the widest and therefore was bound to                

contain more errors. 
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Figure 3. Number of errors committed by proficiency level 

 

In total the A2 proficiency level committed more errors than the other proficiency levels.              

However, this result shows that in at least one category a superior level produced more errors                

than the A2 level. Another surprising fact is that in the verb ‘to be’, the proficiency level of                  

B2 produced zero errors.  

 

The last Figure 4 demonstrates the different errors produced by each age group. This is               

particularly interesting as the B1 proficiency level includes the ages 13 to 58. As in the                

previous figure 'The Other errors’ is where most participants have errored, 46 tests out of 56.                

However, in numbers the distribution is not as uneven as shown Figure 2. Under 12               

committed in total 25 errors, 13-15 a total of 19, while 16-18 had the lowest number of errors                  

with 12 and Adults a total of 16.  
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Figure 4. Number of errors committed by age level 

 

Errors were made even by C1 students, which supports the theory of MacDonald (2014) that               

these mistakes are performed in all proficiency levels. However, the level of proficiency plays              

a greater role, in this study, than age when it comes to producing errors. Though it should be                  

mentioned that even if this study showed errors in all of the ages and proficiency levels, the                 

result were lower compared to Lopez (2011) or MacDonald (2016). However, this could be              

explained by the words of Lennon (2008); “If learners do not produce any passive verb forms,                

for example, error analysis cannot say whether they have mastered the passive or not.              

Learners who are low risk-takers and who work with a restricted code, who avoid structures               

they are unsure of and do not venture into areas where they feel uncertain, may have                

relatively few errors” (p. 55). It is important to remember that the higher proficiency levels               

produced more text and therefore more material to be examined. But even so, the results show                
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that while all levels, regardless of age or proficiency commit errors, the errors are the lowest                

in the highest proficiency group or the young adults, the 16 to 18 year old.  

 

5. Conclusion  

The aim of this present study was to investigate what type of transfer errors are identified in                 

the written English of a number of Spanish students. Due to the time limit of the present study                  

two main errors were investigated according to previous research, the verb ‘to be’ and the               

definite article ‘the’. In the present study some spelling mistakes were mentioned but not              

analyzed, as well as some other frequent mistakes found in the tests. The study also wanted to                 

investigate if the errors produced were related to proficiency level and/or age levels. The              

results found for this study might differ from previous studies due to limitations in either word                

production or participants. The data of the present study is in the researchers interest and               

through her interpretations. Nonetheless, the results from this study are valid, within its             

limitations, and implements altered truths to previous research.  

  

In regards to the verb ‘to be’ previous research mentioned this as a frequent error and often                 

omitted from the L1 Spanish speakers text or speech. However, in this present study it was                

only found in ten tasks, less than the number presented by Lopez (2011) and with a higher                 

number of participants. However, it is worth mentioning that the previous research did not              

specify very clearly what type of mistakes L1 Spanish speakers make while using the verb ‘to                

be’. In the case of this study some of the errors were questioned if they were truly errors of                   

knowledge or errors of typing. Due to a majority of the participants producing contraction              

errors, such as “you’r” or “i’am”. As with many things there could be multiple explanations               

for this, Firstly, as mentioned prior, typing errors. Most of the participants conducted the test               
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on a computer or tablet and sometimes technology, in the form of autocorrect, set in another                

language, or typo, also played a part. Second explanation could be that they have the               

knowledge from an oral setting and while writing it down it makes sense to do the contraction                 

of ‘you are’ to “you’r” instead of ‘you’re’. In the sense of oral abilities the pronunciation is                 

the same. So depending on the education, and explanations given to them they might have               

tried to recreate the oral sound into a written form. It was also mentioned in previous research                 

that the most common error with the verb ‘to be’ is to omit it from the sentence. In the results                    

presented in this study it is only true to some extent as in only four tests, out of ten, the verb                     

‘to be’ was replaced with another verb. In this study all of them were replaced with the verb                  

‘to have’, which would make sense recognizing the Spanish translation.  

 

Secondly this present study analyzed the use of the ‘the’ in texts. Previous research has shown                

that this could be a problem regardless of proficiency level. In this study this was a more                 

frequent error compared to the use of the verb ‘to be’, with 16 tests including the error.                 

Compared to Lopez study (2011) it is, like with the verb ‘to be’, a lower number in the                  

present study despite the higher number of participants. The previous research of Chrabaszcz             

and Jiang (2014) showed that L1 Spanish speakers are compatible with native English             

speakers. In this study that would not be the case since a significant amount of participants                

produced errors using ‘the’. Interesting point is also that it was quite equally distributed over               

the proficiency levels. Though part of it could be explained by inconsistent use of ‘the’ in                

English and the Spanish equivalent ‘la/el’, while talking about places. However, the most             

common mistake in this present study was the use of ‘the’ where it should not be, as in the                   

example seen ‘the English [language]’.  
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So whether Galloway (2019) was right in her article about the shift in Spanish speaker's               

attitude and abilities to learn English, and native Spanish speakers are becoming more             

proficient, even if the change is coming slowly. Or if they are just content with staying inside                 

of their comfort zone and use the English structures they know. The conclusion of this present                

study is that transfer errors still exist, aren’t you agree?  

 

5.1 Future research suggestions  

As the aim of this study restricted its focus on two of the more common errors made by                  

Spanish speakers it could be of interest to increase the area of interest. This study encountered                

several errors regarding sentence structure. Therefore, it could be of interest to investigate the              

variety of these errors and if they follow or differ from previous research. Some points of                

interest, based on errors detected in this present study, could include the word order (English               

SVO-order), the placement and use of prepositions, and added/omitted participle.  
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Appendix A - The Test 

 

Welcome - Start - Press enter  
13

 

1. Let us begin, what is your name? *  14

 

2. What age and group are you? * 

 

3. How long have you been studying English? * 

 

4. What is the reason/motivation for you to study English? * 

 

5. Apart from English, what languages do you speak? * 

 

6. If you are a Kitten, Meerkat or Bumblebee 

Write an email to Alex answering the questions. "It's great you can come to my house this 
evening to watch a DVD. What time can you come? Which DVD do you want to watch? 
What would you like to eat?" 
You should write between 25-35 words. 
 
7. If you are an Adult or Raccoon  
Write an e-mail to your friend Chris about a party he is organising for your college teacher. In 
your email you should  
* accept the invitation  
* suggest how you could help Chris prepare for the party  
* ask Chris for some ideas for a present for your teacher.  
You should write between 35-45 words. 
 
8. If you are a Unicorn 
Answer the e-mail from your friend David.  
"Subject: Touring holiday 

13 The test can also be found on, https://sofikar.typeform.com/to/s5pCqW  
14 The questions marked with * were obligatory to answer before submitting their text.  
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Some college friends of mine are visiting your area soon for a week's touring holiday. They 
would like to travel around and learn about your local area and its history.  
Can you tell me about some of the places they could visit? What's the best way to travel 
around - car, bike or coach?  
Thanks,  
David"  
Write your answer in 140-190 words. 
 
9. If you are a Flamingo 
You have received a letter from a friend  
"...My new job is great, and next month I get to travel on business. Guess what - I'm actually 
coming to your town for a week! 
I'll be free some evenings and one weekend. I want to make the most of this opportunity, so 
I'd like your advice please: where to go, what to do, and why?  
Cheers,  
Chris." 
Write your reply in 220-260 words. 
 
10. Thank you for participating 
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Appendix B - Letter to parents  
   

Estimados padres.  

Esta nota es para informaros sobre un test realizado en la academia la semana pasada. La 

intención del test es analizar los datos y presentarlos en una tesina sobre las dificultades 

que puede surgir cuando se está aprendiendo inglés. Voy a utilizar los resultados para 

presentar una tesina sobre inglés en una universidad en Suecia.  

Los test están ya realizados pero podéis elegir si me dejáis utilizarlos para mi tesina. La 

información, como los nombres de vuestros hijos y donde estamos todo está clasificado y 

anónimo. En cualquier momento de ese proceso podéis elegir salir del proyecto sin 

explicaciones.  

 
 

 Estoy de acuerdo y apruebo que mi hijo/hija sigue participando en el proyecto  
 

 No estoy de acuerdo y no apruebo que mi hijo/hija sigue participando en el proyecto  
 
 
Nombre del alumno:_____________________________________________________ 
 
Grupo del alumno:______________________________________________________ 
 
Firma de los padres:____________________________________________________ 
 
Fecha y ciudad:________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Muchas gracias  
 
Sofi Karlsson 
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Dear Parents,  

This note is to inform you about a test that took place in the academy last week. The 

intention of the test was to analyze the results of our students and present them in a thesis 

about difficulties that may arise when they are learning English. The results will be presented 

in my thesis for a university in Sweden.  

The test has already been performed but you can now choose whether you will allow me to 

use them for my thesis. All the information, such as the name of your children and 

whereabouts they are is all classified and the students are anonimos. You can choose to 

leave the project at any moment without any further explanations.  

 
 

 I understand and I approve of my son/daughter participating in the project 
 

 I understand and I do not approve of my son/daughter participating in the project  
 
 
Name of the student:_________________________________________________________ 
 
Group of the student:_________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature of the parents:______________________________________________________ 
 
Date and city:______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Thank you very much. 
 
Sofi Karlsson 
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Appendix C - Complete list of errors found 
 
The complete results of the verb ‘to be’  

Level  Age Gender Mistake Type of mistake 

A2 12 Female “My group are kittens. I have 12 years old”.  Plural form for   
singular and use of    
the wrong verb. 

A2 12 Male  “I have 12 years old…” Use of the wrong    
verb. 

A2 12 Male  “A have 12 and…” Use of the wrong    
verb. 

A2 12 Female “I have 12 years old” Use of the wrong    
verb. 

A2 12 Male  “Im study english” Wrong form of the    
present participle 
 

A2 12 Male  “Hello Alex im am very happy because you        
are go to my house’.  

Contraction error 
 

A2 13 Male “I’am 13 years old” Contraction error 
 

B1 13 Female  “...that you’r doing for our…” 
“I guess you’r going to make him…” 

Contraction error 

C1 16 Female “This park it’s in the middle…” 
“...really recomend you it’s the Plaza España”. 

Contraction error 

C1 17 Female “...I hope is that what you’r doing”. Contraction error 
Table C1. Complete overview of the errors using the verb ‘to be’, sorted by level, age and gender.  
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The complete results of the ‘the’  

Level  Age Gender Mistake Type of mistake 

A2  12 Female ...for other countries the english is very       
important. 

Added ‘the’ 

A2 12 Male ...tell me the English is so important. Added ‘the’ 

A2 12 Female I want to watch Joker. Omitting ‘the’ 

A2 13 Male ...important in 21st century. Omitting ‘the’ 

B1 13 Female ...is a very good lenguage and in the day of the           
future... 

Added ‘the’ 

B1 23 Female I think the English is very necessary for all things          
of the life;... 
...with the people almost the word.  

Added ‘the’ 

B1 26 Female I will call for the telephone your rest friends. 
Also I do the picture with the all friends.  

Added ‘the’ 

B1 42 Male  The whole life. Added ‘the’ 

B1  45 Female ...for travel and for the work. Added ‘the’  

B1  49 Female  I suggest for the party the music, the juice and          
cookies. 

Added ‘the’ 

B2 15 Female ...is characterised by the big amount of castles.  

B2 15 Female You aren’t allowed to feed them, but you can         
give squirrels some peanuts. 

Omitted ‘the’ 

B2  16 Female ...el Campo Grande, la plaza mayor, the Palace        
where… 
...or monuments are El acueducto… 
...In Madrid, first learn to go the subways. 

Inconsistent use  
of el/la and ‘the’ 

C1 16  Female ...you can eat in Candido’s restaurant a perfect        
pig.  

Omitted ‘the’ 

C1 16  Female ...the Campo Grande to catch up… 
...walk along the Calle Santiago… 
...is impressing and El Alcazar looks like... 

Inconsistent use  
of el/la and ‘the’ 

C1 17 Female  A good thing of X… 
...apart from the big city Y... 

Omitted ‘the’ 

Table C2. Complete overview of the errors made using ‘the’ sorted by level, age and gender.  
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The complete results of ‘other errors’  

Level  Age Gender Mistake Type of mistake 

A2 11 Female Today will you come for my house to see a          
DVD, What do you want to eat, y would like          
pizza, and I would Like to see It. 

Preposition usage,  
lack of ?, and use of      
Spanish words 

A2 11 Female  I watch Malefica. I like eat pizza. Add particle 

A2 11 Female I go to your house at 18:00 to 20:00. I like 
films of adventure.  

Wrong verb 

A2 12 Female I want to watch Joker, It’s a great film and I           
want to eat spaghetti because is one of my         
favourite films. 

Omits ‘the’ 
Word order 

A2 12 Male If you doesnt have pizza I am goin to eat          
something you want.  

Incorrect sing/plural 
Spelling  

A2 12 Male  Can you go to my house this evening to 
watch a DVD? 

Use of ‘go’ instead 
of ‘come’  

A2 12 Male Hello Alex im am very happy because you 
are go to my house.  

Contraction error  
Verb tense 

A2 12 Female I can meet at 5:30 p.m.I have English but         
finishes at 5:15 p.m.  

Omits the subject 

A2 12 Male Hellow Alex, I going to your house at 06:00         
pm I like watch the Futbolisimos DVD I like         
eat rice with tomatoes and eggs. Good by        
Alex. 

Tense  
Add particle and   
auxiliar  

A2 13 Male  ...because I go to your house an hour. For         
the last I want pizza from telepizza for        
dinner.  

Preposition usage 

A2 13 Male you can come to my home the next 
yesterday to watch a DVD? you can come 
whit my house at 5? 

Added ‘the’ 
Missing preposition 

A2 13 Male Alex I go for your house this afternoom at 6          
o’clock. Because I see a dvd which you. 

Preposition usage 
Spelling 

A2 13 Male At 16:00 I have basketball and I finished at 
17:15. Then I need to do my homework, and 
I finished at 18:00. So I go to your house at 
18:15 and, can we see Harry Potter. I like to 
eat pizza.  

Incorrect tense 
 
 
Use of ‘go’ instead 
of ‘come’  
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B1 14 Female Tell me how can I help you to prepare the 
party and I will do it. 

Preposition usage 

B1 23 Female  ...can I help you for anything? Preposition usage 

B1 25 Male I write to you about the party to your 
teacher, I can go.  

Preposition usage 

B1 38 Female ...is very usefull when you travell another       
country. 
I wish the date arrives soon and we enjoy a          
lot.  

Missing pronoun,  
spelling,  
preposition usage 

B1  49 Male  If you need help for something tell me. Preposition usage 

B1 50 Male Bello Chris, what about you? I am very        
excited with your invitation for the party. 
How do you think if we give the teacher a          
trip to Madeira. 

Wrong question  
word 
Preposition usage 
Wrong question  
word 

B1 50 Male If you are ok, I can help you to decorate the 
classeroom. 
We would buy an stilografic? Do you think 
he likes it?  

Added particle  
 
Wrong auxiliar verb 

B1  51 Female Awesome idea celebrating the party to our 
teacher. And I could take any of my 
chocolate cakes... 

Preposition usage 
Wrong verb  

B2 15 Female We haven’t talked since so long.  
 
The facade of the church is a really piece of          
art.  

Incorrect use of   
‘since’ 
Incorrect use of   
‘really’ 

A2 12 Female I’m boring and I love see a movie with pop          
corn y writting you because you are one best         
friend a I like you go with my house And see           
a movie. I like salt pop corn You like?????         
By by  

-ing instead of -ed 
word order 
 
Word order, missing   
words, and spelling 

A2 13 Male I’m boring in my home when do you can         
come here? 

-ing instead of -ed 
Word order 

A2 11 Female It’s great I go to your house this evening to          
watch a DVD to watch Malefica.  
I go to your house three hours. I like eat          
pancakes and drink nestea. 

Word order 
 
Add particle and   
auxiliar  

A2 12 Female ...can we watch mahouto souko site I think is         Word order 
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very funny can we eat pizza and chips whit         
cocacola. 

A2 12 Male ...but if you want on Sunday yes, if you         
want. 
The DVD if I want to see is the new movie           
The whait castle. 

Word order 

A2 12 Male I can go to your house at half-past six, the          
DVD I bring to your house is a terror DVD          
to be specific it, pizza and coke if it can, see           
you soon. 

Word order 

A2 13 Male I CSN Go to your house at 7:15 IF you          
want... 

Word order 

B1 13 Female I was thinking in better ideas to made the         
party and I sugest you that we can make         
food for the party or invite some of his         
friends. I guess you’r going to make him a         
pressent so I think we can but to him an          
special edition of his favorite book! 

Word order 
Spelling 
 
Contraction error,  
spelling 

B1 15 Female  ...i can help you to buy the present in the          
commercial center… 
I think ideas to the present like a stapled or a           
pen or things to decorate her house. 

Added participle 
 
Word order 

B1 26 Female Where is the party birthday? I will could call         
for the telephone your rest friends. Also I do         
the picture with the all friends. For the        
present we could buy the box the travel and         
the one the boots for the winter. 

Word order  
 
Word order 

B1 45 Female Do you think some for teacher’s present?  
Is interesting for him a good book, he loves         
read. When you think this you whrite me. 

Word order 

B2 16 Female ...some places that i Think you will like it. 
Also another place that really recomend you       
it’s the “Plaza España”. 
Hope you like it as much as me.  

Word order  
Spelling 
 
Wrong use of   
expression 

B2 16 Female If you want to visit some cities around my         
area I recomend you X… 
In Madrid, first learn to go the subways. 

Word order  
Spelling 

C1 16 Male ...just tell me how many evenings are you        
free and i’ll plan something... 

Word order 
Contraction error 
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C1 16 Female In X, you can go in the evenings to drink a           
perfect white chocolate to a bar called       
Carpe, where my ant works. 
...you can eat in Candido’s restaurant a       
perfect pig. 
...and we can go to visit cool discos... 

Word order 
 
 
Word order 
 
Added particle 

C1 16 Female ...it would be grate to go each day to a          
different area. 
I’m looking forward your visit, I really want        
to spend a good time with you and that you          
finally know my city. 

Word order 
 
Missing words  

C1 17 Female I hope is that what you’re doing. Word order 

A2 12 Male It’s great you can come to my house This         
evening to watch a DVD. Why can eta        
popcorns and why can slepp un my       
house.you can come at Six o’clock. why can        
see frozen. 

Spelling 
Spelling 
Spelling 
Spelling 

A2 12 Female Do you like pizza, doritos, patatas y       
aceitunas for eat? 

Code-switching 
Preposition usage 

B1 13 Female i don’t have nothing to do. Double negation 

B1 14 Female I’m very happy so I want to give to you my           
help to organice the party.  

 
Spelling 

B1 42 Male Sure you count on me!! 
What do you think if we organice a trip for          
Chris a present?  
Please, let me know what you think and if         
you need help, give a call! 

 
Spelling 
Missing words  
 
Missing words 

B1 49 Female I suggest for the party, the music, the juice         
and cookies. For a pesent for your Teacher        
my idea is one big red car. 

Missing words 
Spelling 

B2 15 Female There are to many beautiful churches too. Spelling  
Table C3. Complete overview of other errors made sorted by level, age and gender.  
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